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Abstract
We optimize the form Re xtT x to obtain the singular values of a complex symmetric matrix
T. We prove that for 0  k < n2 ,
min
codimV=k maxx∈V‖x‖=1
Re xtT x = σ2k+1,
where T is an n × n complex symmetric matrix having singular values σ1  · · ·  σn. We also
show that the singular values missed in this theorem (i.e. σ2, σ4, . . .) are obtained by a similar
optimization over real subspaces.
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Recall that a self adjoint operator A on Cn has real eigenvalues λ1  λ2  · · · 
λn. The famous Courant–Fischer Theorem states that for 0  k  n − 1:
min
codimV=k maxx∈V‖x‖=1
〈Ax, x〉 = λk+1.
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This beautiful theorem is useful in understanding properties of Hermitian (self adjoint)
matrices. Complex symmetric matrices, which include Hankel matrices for example,
are well studied (see [1] or [2]), though not as well understood as Hermitian matrices.
We discuss here a theorem which gives the singular values of a complex symmetric
matrix, T, by way of a somewhat analogous optimization. In this article, the form
Re xtT x = Re〈x, CT x〉 is optimized, in contrast to the Courant–Fischer optimization
of 〈Ax, x〉. Here C denotes conjugation on Cn with respect to the standard basis,
C(z1, . . . , zn) = (z¯1, . . . , z¯n). Previous efforts towards understanding the singular
values of complex symmetric matrices include that of Thompson [3], who gives a
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a complex symmetric matrix
having specified singular values and diagonal entries. Some general properties of
complex symmetric matrices are given by Craven in [4] including a symmetric normal
form for such matrices.
Before starting, we quickly review some basic definitions. A complex symmetric
matrix is an n × n matrix T with complex entries that is equal to its transpose: T t = T .
This is equivalent to the equation CT = T ∗C where T ∗ is the adjoint of T and C is
standard conjugation on Cn. The modulus of T, defined as |T | = √T ∗T , is a positive
Hermitian matrix having eigenvalues σ1  σ2  · · ·  σn  0. These eigenvalues
are called the singular values of T.
We are ready to state the main theorem of this article:
Theorem 1. Let T be an n × n complex symmetric matrix, and let σ1  · · ·  σn  0
be the singular values of T . Then, for 0  k < n2 ,
min
codimV=k maxx∈V‖x‖=1




Re xtT x = 0. (2)
Expression 1 is an optimization over all C-subspacesV having codimension k in
Cn. Interestingly, only half of the singular values show up in this optimization. Every
other of the σj is skipped and we will see from the proof that this phenomenon is
actually quite natural. We remark here that Re xtT x can be changed to |xtT x| with no
change in the result of Theorem 1. We should also remark here that the possibility of a
direct symmetric/singular value analog to the Courant–Fischer theorem is considered
in [1, Section 4.4, Problem 5]. Here it is shown that the optimization expression in
question does not yield the singular values in order (and without skipping) as might
otherwise be expected by anology to Courant–Fischer. The topic is not pushed further
in [1].
Recall that one simple proof of the Courant–Fischer Theorem relies on the fact
that a Hermitian matrix is unitarily similar to a diagonal matrix. In the same way, the
proof of Theorem 1 is greatly eased by a factorization theorem due to Autonne [5]
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(or see [1]).1 The theorem states that T = U tDU , where U is a unitary matrix and
D = diag(σ1, . . . , σn) is the diagonal matrix of the singular values in non-increasing
order. We may now write xtT x = (Ux)tD(Ux), and the properties of unitary matrices




f (xtT x) = min
codimW=k maxy∈W‖y‖=1
f (ytDy)
for any (continuous) f : C → R.













Lemma 3. Let r  n2 . Then there exists a subspace V of dimension r having the
property that, for any x ∈V, xtT x = 0.
Proof. By the discussion above, it is sufficient to prove this for the case T = D, the
diagonal matrix of singular values. For each j = 1, 2, . . . , r , if σ2j > 0, define
vj = √σ2j e2j−1 + i√σ2j−1e2j
and if σ2j = 0 define
vj = e2j ,
where the ej are the standard basis vectors for Cn. The vj are visibly orthogonal, and
so the spaceV = span{v1, v2, . . . , vr} has dimension r. Now, vtjDvh = 0 for j /= h,
and if σ2j = 0 then vtjDvj = 0. Moreover, if σ2j > 0 we have,
vtjDvj = σ2j σ2j−1 − σ2j−1σ2j = 0.
Hence any x ∈V must have xtDx = 0. 
Actually, it turns out that if a spaceV has, as in Lemma 3, that xtT x = 0 for any
x ∈V, then V must have dimension r  n2 if T is an isomorphism. This follows
from [4, Lemma 9].
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.
Proof. Let 0  k < n2 . Eq. (2) follows immediately from Lemma 3. It remains to
prove (1). Again, by Lemma 2, we may work with the diagonal matrix D =
1 The theorem is commonly attributed to Takagi [6] or Schur [7], but in fact it was first known to Autonne
[5] in 1915. See [8] for a historical account.
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diag(σ1, . . . , σn) in place of T. Let V have C-codimension k in Cn. The trick is
to considerV as a real subspace of Cn. LetW represent the real space spanned by
{e1, e2, . . . , e2k+1}. Then,
dimRV+ dimRW=(2n − 2k) + (2k + 1)
=2n + 1
>dimRCn.
HenceV ∩W has real dimension at least 1 and so there exists a unit vector y ∈V,
y = y1e1 + · · · + y2k+1e2k+1 with each yj ∈ R. We have
ytDy = y21σ1 + · · · + y22k+1σ2k+1  σ2k+1 (3)
and so the maximum over the entire spaceV is at least as great.




Re xtDx = σ2k+1.
For j = 1, . . . , k, define the vj as in Lemma 3. That is, if σ2j > 0 define
vj = √σ2j e2j−1 + i√σ2j−1e2j
and if σ2j = 0 define
vj = e2j .
Now, letV′ be C-spanned by the orthogonal basis {v1, . . . , vk, e2k+1, e2k+2, . . . , en}.
V′ has C-dimension n − k. Similarly to Lemma 3, the vj contribute nothing to xtDx,
and any unit vector x ∈V′,
x = α1v1 + · · · + αkvk + β2k+1e2k+1 + · · · + βnen
yields
Re xtDx |xtDx|
=|β22k+1σ2k+1 + · · · + β2nσn|
 |β2k+1|2σ2k+1 + · · · + |βn|2σn
σ2k+1.
Thus the maximum over all unit vectors inV′ must be exactly σ2k+1. 
So far optimization of the expression Re xtT x has yielded information about only
the odd numbered singular values (σ1, σ3, . . .). It is important to realize that this
information reveals nothing about the other singular values. In fact, if we switch σ2
to any other value σ ′2 having σ1  σ ′2  σ3 and so define the diagonal matrix D′,
our optimization expression gives exactly the same values for the symmetric matrix
T ′ = U tD′U . There is a way, however, to describe the other singular values via an
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optimization of our expression Re xtT x. So far, the optimization has taken place over
complex subspaces of Cn. The proof of Theorem 1 hints that perhaps more information
could be obtained by optimizing over real subspaces of the same codimension. In fact,
it turns out that all singular values show up in this case. We specify here that by real
subspace we simply mean a real subspace of Cn = spanR{e1, ie1, . . . , en, ien}, treated
as a real vector space. It is not necessarily the case that the elements of such a subspace
have only real Euclidean components.
Theorem 4. Let T be an n × n complex symmetric matrix, and let σ1  · · ·  σn  0













Re xtT x = −σk+1.
This optimization takes place over real subspaces,V. So if codimRV = k then
dimRV = 2n − k. Also, it is important to realize that the expression xtT x here still
refers to multiplication of the 1 × n transpose vector xt by the n × 1 column vector
Tx, both having complex entries. The proof of Theorem 4 is very similar to that of
Theorem 1, so we leave most of the details to the reader.
Proof. Let 0  k < n and letVwith codimRV = k be a real subspace of Cn. Again,
Autonne’s theorem allows us to assumeT = D. LetE be the real span of e1, . . . , ek+1,





Re xtT x  σk+1.
The reader can verify that an optimal real subspaceV′ is given by
V′ = spanR{ie1, ie2, . . . , iek, ek+1, iek+1, ek+2, iek+2, . . . , en, ien}
and on we go to the second half of the theorem. Let W be a space having real
dimension k + 1. W must have non-trivial intersection with the space iV′. Any
x ∈V′ has xtT x  σk+1, and so any ix ∈ iV′ has (ix)tT (ix) = −xtT x  −σk+1




Re xtT x  −σk+1.
An optimal spaceW′ is given byW′ = spanR{ie1, ie2, . . . , iek+1} and this completes
the proof. 
We remark here that a different approach to the proof of Theorem 4 is possible
which does not explicitly rely on Autonne’s factorization. We give a quick sketch of
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this approach. Letting T = A + iB, with A and B real symmetric matrices, we define







In [7], Schur uses this familiar correspondence to give an independent proof of
Autonne’s Theorem. Noticing that, as T = T ∗,










we discover that the eigenvalues of R(T ) must be exactly σ1  · · ·  σn  −σn 
· · ·  −σ1 (see [1, Theorem 7.3.7]). Now, following Schur, we note that, for x = u +





∈ R2n, we have Re xtT x = ξ tR(T )ξ and so our optimization
expressions of Theorem 4 can be evaluated by application of the Courant–Fischer The-
orem to the real symmetric matrix R(T ). The same method can be used to demonstrate
Eq. (3) in the proof of Theorem 1.
With the min–max expressions of Theorems 1 and 4 in hand, we easily obtain the
corresponding max–min expressions.












Re xtT x = 0 (5)












Re xtT x = σk+1. (7)
Proof. To verify Eqs. (4) and (5) one notes that computing the maximum over the
complex subspace V and computing the minimum over the same space V yields
the same value but with opposite sign. Similarly, in Eqs. (6) and (7), computing the
maximum over the real subspaceV and computing the minimum over the space iV
yields the same value but with opposite sign. 
In the max–min optimizations of Corollary 5, it is not true that Re xtT x can be
replaced by |xtT x| with no change in the result as was the case in Theorem 1. This
is demonstrated by the following theorem.







|xtT x| = σ1 (8)






|xtT x| = 0.




|xtT x| > 0.
Then there can be no non-zero x ∈V such that xtT x = 0. Now, let b1, . . . , bk be a
basis forV. Then, x ∈V can be written x = α1b1 + · · ·αkbk , and so the expression
xtT x is a polynomial in the αj . Considered as a polynomial in the single variable
αj , x
tT x has degree, dj , of at most 2. If xtT x is constant in each variable, it must
be identically equal to zero as (λx)tT (λx) = λ2xtT x, for any λ ∈ C. So suppose
without loss of generality that d1 > 0. As xtT x = 0 only when α1 = 0, we must
have that xtT x = αd11 P(α2, . . . , αk), where P is a polynomial in α2, . . . , αk if k > 1
and P is a constant if k = 1. P can never take the value zero, or else there exists
x = α1b1 + · · ·αkbk having xtT x = 0 but having α1 /= 0. Thus P must be constant.
Further, if k > 1, it is possible to achieve xtT x = 0 with α2 /= 0 by simply choosing
α1 = 0. Hence, we must have k = 1. Eq. (8) is immediate. 
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